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1 Binary Erasure Channel

The binary erasure channel (denoted by BEC(ε)) is one of the simplest examples of binary memoryless
symmetric channel (BMS). As explained by the name, these are binary channel in the sense that the input
is a bit X ∈ {0, 1}. Any input X leads to an output Y ∈ {0, 1, ∗} which is distributed according to

Y =

{
X with probability 1− ε,
∗ with probability ε,

(1)

independently across channel uses. In other words, each input symbol is erased independently with proba-
bility ε ∈ [0, 1].

A channel code with blocklength n and rate R ∈ (0, 1] is a mapping from binary strings of length nR, to
binary strings of length n

Enc : {0, 1}nR → {0, 1}n . (2)

Sometimes in textbooks, a code is defined as a subset C ⊆ {0, 1}n with cardinality |C| = 2nR. This is nothing
but the image of Enc: C = Enc({0, 1}nR). The two definitions are nearly equivalent and we will use use
either one depending on what is most convenient.

If the channel output belongs to an alphabet Y, a decoder can be defined aDec : Yn → {0, 1}nR (recovering
the input of the encoder) or as a mapping

Dec : Yn → {0, 1}n (3)

(recovering the channel input). The two definitions are essentlially equivalent as long as Dec(y) ∈ C with
high probability, but we will generally adopt the latter since it is more convenient for our analysis. We will
also denote the decoder by x̂ : Yn → {0, 1}n.

Given a code C and a communication channel (for instance BEC(ε)), two standard figures of merit are
the block error rate and the bit error rate (here we

PB(C, ε) =
1

|C|
∑
x∈C

P
(
x̂(y) 6= x

)
, (4)

Pb(C, ε) =
1

|C|
∑
x∈C

n∑
i=1

P
(
x̂(y)i 6= xi

)
. (5)

Note that these quantities depend on the decoding algorithm as well. We will leave this dependence implicit
unless needed.

We say that a sequence of codes (Cn)n≥1 of rate R indexed by the blocklength n (and associatex decoders
x̂( · )) allows to communicate reliably over the channel BEC(ε) if limn→∞ PB(Cn, ε) = 0. The same definition
applies unchanged to other channel models (which we will introduce later in the class).

Shannon’s channel coding theorem estabilished that reliable communication is possible if and only if the
rate is smaller than the channel capacity. In the case of the BEC(ε), this theorem takes an extremely simple
form. Reliable communication is possible if and only if

R < CBEC(ε) = 1− ε . (6)
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It is possible give an elementary proof that reliable communication is impossible for R > 1 − ε. Indeed
for a given output y ∈ {0, 1, ∗}n, let S ⊆ [n] be the subset of bits that is not erased in y. For a given S,
the decoder will take at most 2|S| values (corresponding to the possible values of xS), and hence it will be
incorrect on at least 2nR − 2|S| input codewords (for |S| ≤ nR). We therefore have

PB(C, ε) ≥ E
{(

1− 2−nR+|S|) I(|S| ≤ nR)
}
. (7)

Note that |S| ∼ Binom(n, 1 − ε), and hence we have |S| ≈ n(1 − ε) with high probability for large n. For
R > CBEC(ε), we have |S| ≤ nR − 1 with probability bounded away from 0, and hence PB(C, ε) stays
bounded away from 0.

? Can you fill the details in this argument?)

In the next section we will describe a simple (randomized) code construction that achieves the channel
capacity.

2 Dense graphs

A linear code is defined by a n(1 − R) × n binary matrix H. In the following we set m = n(1 − R). The
codebook is

C =
{
x ∈ {0, 1}n : Hx = 0 mod 2

}
. (8)

Such a code can also be completely describe by a bipartite graph, namely the graph whose adjacency matrix
is H.

The parity check ensemble is a randomized construction of the matrix H, first introduced by Peter Elias.
It consists in taking each entry Hij to be 0 or 1 independently of the others with probability 1/2.

We might also call this the high-density parity check (HDPC) ensemble. Here the density is defined as
the fraction of ones in the parity check matrix. An example of a graph from this ensemble (with blocklength
n = 16 and design rate R = 1/4) is below.

∗ How would you generate a random element from this ensemble?

∗ How much memory does it take to store it?

This ensemble can be used to communicate over the BEC(ε) at vanishing error probability if R <
CBEC(ε) = 1 − R. In order to prove this claim, denote again by S ⊆ [n] the subset of position that is not
erased by the channel, and let Sc = [n] \ S. We let HA be the submatrix of H formed by the columns with
index in A. We can decode the message y by solving the following linear system in the unknown xSc :

HSxS + HScxSc = 0 . (9)

This has a unique solution (which necessarily coincides with the transmitted codeword) if and only if HSc

has rank equal to |Sc| = k. Of course this is possible only if k ≤ m ≡ n(1 − R). We denote by Pm,k the
probability that a uniformly random m × k matrix with entries in {0, 1} has rank equal to k. Note that
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Pm,1 = 1 − 2−m because in this case the rank is 1 except if the matrix is all zeros. Further, we have the
recursion, for k ≥ 2,

Pm,k = Pm,k−1

(
1− 2k−1

2m

)
. (10)

Indeed, for the rank to be k, the first k − 1 columns must be full rank, and the last column must not be in
the span of the first k − 1 ones. Hence we have

Pm,k =

k−1∏
`=0

(
1− 2−m+`

)
I(m ≥ k) . (11)

The expected block error probability over this code ensemble reads

PB(ε) = E
{

PB(Cn; ε)
}

= 1−
m∑

k=0

P(|S| = k)Pm,k (12)

= 1−
m∑

k=0

(
n

k

)
εk(1− ε)n−k Pm,k . (13)

In order to estimate this probability, we note that, with high probability |S| ≤ nε′ for any ε′ > ε. Taking
ε′ < (1−R), and using the fact that Pm,k is decreasing in k, and assuming for simplicity ε′ an integer,

PB(ε) ≤ 1− Pm,nε′ + on(1) (14)

= 1− exp


nε′−1∑
`=0

log
(
1− 2−m+`

)+ on(1) = 1− exp
{
−nε′2−n(1−R+ε′)

}
+ on(1) = on(1) . (15)

We thus proved that the random linear code allows to achieve capacity over the erasure channel. Decoding
amonts to solving a linear system of size n(1 − R) × nε, which can be done in time O(n2) via Gaussian
elimination. A simpler algorithm is provided by the following greedy decoder, which we shall call peeling
algorithm.

Peeling Decoder (A partially erased codeword y)

1: Set x = y;
2: Set flag = false

3: For a ∈ C
4: If ∂a includes exactly one erased position
5: Set its value to the sum of the other variables in ∂a
6: Set flag = true

7: End for;
8: If flag = true

9: Goto 1;
10: Else
11: Return current guess x;

Unfortunately, the peeling decoder performs quite poorly on HDPC ensemble. The reason is that it is
quite unlikely to find a parity check a that contains only one erased position.

Sparse graphs

A good idea is to make the factor graph sparse. We will say that the graph is sparse if the fraction of ones
in the parity check matrix is O(1/n). Equivalently the average degree of the graph is O(1).
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A simple random ensemble can be defined in this way: for each variable node i ∈ [n] and each check node
a ∈ [m], draw an edge (i, a) independently with probability γ/n. Here γ is a density parameter that is kept
fixed as n→∞. An example is drawn below.

∗ How much memory does it take to store such a graph?

∗ What is the problem with such a code?

Almost one-dimensional graphs

Let’s try something different (here explained for the case R = 1/4). Arrange variable nodes and check nodes
on a line of length 3n (= 4m) and connect each check node to the 4 variable nodes that follow it on the line.
When you arrive at the end of the line, ‘wrap it around.’ In the figure below I sketched this construction
but placed nodes on two rows to reduce the messiness.

What is the problem with this graph?

Regular graphs

In regular ensemble the factor graph is random with degree l at variable nodes and k at check nodes. The
(design) rate is R = 1−l/k. We also refer to this at the (l, k) ensemble. Ideally the graph would be uniformly
random.

∗ How would you generate a uniformly random graph from this ensemble?

In practice one uses a modified ensemble defined by the following generation procedure (we refer here to the
(3, 4) case). First draw 3 half-edges for each variable node, and 4 half-edges for each check node. Then draw
a uniformly random permutation over 3n elements (how would you do this?). Finally connect half edges on
the two sides according to this permutation.

The resulting graph might have double edges.

∗ What is the expected number of double edges?

∗ What is the probability that the graph does not contain double edges?

∗ How would you deal with them?

An important property of such graphs (that we will study in greater detail) can be glimpsed from the
following question.

∗ What is the expected number of loops of length 4?
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Message passing

Consider a code with factor graph G. Each node (either check or variable) is a little processing unit (I
usually imagine a little genie inside the node.) Nodes exchange messages along edges, with the objective of
decoding the transmitted codeword. ‘Messages’ are elements of an alphabet M, that you are free to choose
at your convenience.

At any given time, a node can only use the messages it received so far, and (if it is the variable node) the
channel output at its position. For the sake of simplicity, we’ll assume that nodes are perfectly synchronized:
at each iteration all variable nodes send out messages, and then all check nodes, and so on.

Consider now decoding a message transmitted over the BEC(ε):

∗ Assume the degree of G is bounded by d, and the alphabet size |M| to be finite. How many operations
does it take to run t iterations?

∗ Is there a way to implement the peeling decoder in the above model?

∗ Consider now a further restriction. The message sent at any time from node i to node a only depends
on messages reaching i at the previous iteration from other nodes. Is it still possible to implement the
peeling decoder?

a          jj           a

b k

∗ In the previous, what would you use as a stopping criterion? After how many iterations will the
algorithm stop under this criterion?

∗ Suppose you had to implement a message passing procedure on your computer. Which data structure
would you use to store the graph G?

Density evolution

Let xt ∈ [0, 1] be the probability that a uniformly random message from variable to check nodes is wrong
after t iterations. In the limit n→∞, this satisfies the recursive equation

xt+1 = ε(1− (1− xt)k−1)l−1 , (16)

with initial condition x0 = ε. What can you say about this recursion?
Let λ(z) ≡ zl−1 and ρ(z) = zk−1. Then the recursion can be written as

xt+1 = ελ(1− ρ(1− xt)) , (17)
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Figure 1: Density evolution for the (3, 6) ensemble over the erasure channel. Left ε = 0.4, right ε = 0.45.

or

λ−1(xt+1/ε) = 1− ρ(1− xt) . (18)

Represent this last form of the recursion graphically.
Notice that ∫ 1

0

ελ(x) dx =
ε

l
,

∫ 1

0

ρ(x) dx =
1

k
. (19)

Interpret these identities graphically. What do they imply?

Summary

At the end of this week you should know about:

1. Code, blocklength, rate, factor graph.

2. Binary memoryless symmetric channels.

3. Linear code ensembles.

4. Minimum distance.

5. Block error probability and symbol (bit) error probability.

6. Why low-density parity check codes are better than high-density ones.

7. How to generate graphs from low-density ensembles.

8. Message passing decoding for the erasure channel.

9. Its asymptotic analysis through density evolutions.

10. Thresholds.

The material for points 1-4 (and some more) can be found in Sections 1.1-1.6, and 1.7.1 of Richardson,
Urbanke, ‘Modern Coding Theory’ (Cambridge), hereafter referred to as MCT.

The material for points 6-7 can be found in MCT, Sections 3.7, 3.8. Also, complementary reading in
M. Mézard and A. Montanari, ‘Information, Physics, and Computation’, Oxford University Press, Chapter
9 (available at http://www.stanford.edu/ montanar/BOOK/book.html).

Finally, the material at points 8-10 can be found in MCT, Sections 3.5 to 3.12. and in M. Mézard and
A. Montanari, ‘Information, Physics, and Computation’, Section 15.3
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Homework

Generate random codes from the (3, 6) ensemble with blocklength n = 100, 1000, 10000. Get rid double
edges in your favourite way. Implement the message passing version of the peeling algorithm. Evaluate the
bit error probability curves for communication over the BEC(ε). Compare them with the density evolution
threshold ε∗.

I expect to receive

1. A print-out of the program you used.

2. A plot of error probability curves versus ε for the three blocklengths.

3. A three lines description of the following features of your simulation: How many channel realizations
did you use? How many values of ε did you simulate? How much CPU time did the simulation take
for each value of ε, and for each size?
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